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INTRODUCTION 

Tho procioni on regional development and changes in the national 

economy territorial pattern of separate countries refers to tho most im- 

portant problons of productive forces location. At present many scientisti; 

of different professions analyse problems of the production location. Special 

attention is paid to the location of industry. The industry is th-> loading 

branch of the national economy and, to a considerable extent, dut.jrr.ines the- 

location of other branches, tho national economy pattern of separate regione 

and tho territorial organization of the whole 3ocial production. Moreover, 

it is easier to influence tho location of industry than that of agriculture 

or survice. 

The location cannot be considered apart frota the planning of the 

production development. The total volume and location of production are 

substantiated at the same timo. The conditions of production and location 

are closely connected between themselves} the factors causing them constantly 

interact and jointly influence the efficiency of production. 

It is generally known that the rational location of industry as well 

as other branches of the national economy should be based on  thw most complete 

use of all the possibilities to increase the productivity of social labour. 

The economical science is to play essential role in developing 3uch a 

location. 

The theoretical and practical problems advancod at present in the fore- 

ground doal with tho improvement of methodology of planning under the condi- 

tions of the spreading scientific-technical revolution, optimun combination 

of centralized planning and scientific forecast with ocononic independence 

and initiative of enterprises and other primary economic systems. Due to 

this fact, a further thorough development of theoretical and methodological 

bases of the industrial location is necessary. 

The planning of the national economy requires not only a study of 

genoral laws of the industrial location, interactions and dependences of 

separate factors and conditions which influence the location but also the 

development of quantitativo-definito perspectives of the rational location 

of enterprises,' industry branches and territorial production complexes, 

being formed depending on a concrete combination of local oonomic, historic 
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and natural -géographie conditions. Otherwise, it is neoessary to choose 

and substantiate the most effective solutions to the problems on the industrial 

location which fellow from the general demands of economic laws and thoir speoi- 

fio featuros under these concrete conditions. 

At all stages of social development the looation of production depended 

upon natural resourcos and conditions | however, as far as the productive forces 

are being developed this dependence gradually diminishes. That is promoted by 

the improvement of transportation of raw materials, materials and energy. 

Advances in ecienco and technology decreasing the dependence of manufacturing 

process from natural sources of energy and labour increase this trend. At the 

same time tho conditions ana faotors of economic and social nature begin to be 

of more importance. 

Consequently, the methods of planning and criteria of different industrial 

productions looation should be flexible and improved with the development of 

produotion, soionoe and technology whioh introduoe essential oorreotion» into 

the prinoiples and practice of tho industrial looation. 
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ABOUT METHODOLOGICAL BASIS OP INDUSTRIAL 
LOCATION PLANNING 

As  is known, the methodology of planning is a complex of propositions 

and principios which arc attributed to the theoretical grounds of making plans, 

the nethodB of their scientific substantiation and the measures to ensure the 

fulfilment  of target  finjures.    An important condition of true scientific method- 

ology of planning ic that all intornai and external objective factors of the 

oconomic development  should be taken into account.    One of the nain tasks of 

industrial planning was aKays and romaine,  from the point of view of society, 

the investigation of effoctivo ways  xnd uethodu of the most rational distribu- 

tion of sources and tho ensuring of necessary proportionality in the develop- 

ment of tho national oconomy. 

The problem of tho industrial location has two aspects globall (regional) 

and local.    They arc closely oonnected but havo essential differences.    Tho 

first implies the choice of a region for location of those or those productions. 

It is the most important aspect since the way of the territorial location of 

industry in a country,  tho efficiency of the national economy pattern and 

interregional relations depend upon it.    The choice essentially influences the 

indices of efficiency of the whole social production.    The second aspuct im- 

plies the choice of a definite place and grounds for building enterprises 

within the rogion chosen.    This choice is attributed both by general and 

particular conditions and factors. 

There are enterprises whose location is always more or less strongly 

oonnocted with resources of raw materials,  for oxamplc, extraction of low- 

oal'ric types of fuel as well as the branches of industry which arc based on 

processing of not-traneportablo farm raw materials.    The planning of these 

branche«• location is reduced to determining the volumes of resources, needs 

and the ohoico of location grounds of concrete enterprises.    Some branohes 

should, by nature of production, be obligatorily located in the areas of 

produco consumption.    In particular,  those are branches of attendance and 

everyday sorvico, position of which increases.    However,  in the major 

branohes the industrial location is very compi ox, requires various conditions 

and factors to be taken into aocount and the appropriate calculations to 

be made* 
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The branch location envisages a distribution of necessary volumos of 

production of this or that product according to a territorial principle and 

therefore it includes not only the construction of now enterprises but also 

the improvement in the use of industrial capacities as well as the expansion 

and modernization of the operating enterprises. This is performed with regard 

for economical conditions being general for a region and the whole country as 

well as with regard for social-economic and political problems. 

The most important principles of the offeotive location of industry are« 

- immediate putting into operation and economic turnover of the natural 

resources, which are most rich in content and profitable according to 

exploitation conditions! 

- all possible approach of production to sources of raw materials, fuel, 

energy or to areas of product consumption! 

- rational specialization and complex development of economics on the 

basis of effective use of resourcos, industrial capacities and pro- 

duction experience available in a region at oaoh stagej 

- ensuring of population rational employment (with regard for migration) 

and of maximum possible level of people's consumption for the present 

labour productivity; 

- levelling of the stages in productive forces development for regions 

with regard for the most complete and effective use of their resources 

and production funds. 

In the end the fulfilment of those principles ensures effective proportion- 

ality of the regions« development corresponding to the interests of the wholo 

national economy growth and to the creation of national economic relation, be- 

tween them, whioh aro advisable from the point of view of eoonomios. 

At all ohangos in the raethodi of planning of industrial location under 

differont ooonomic conditions, the above general principles are still valid 

but they are historic in the sonso that at different stages of the development 

they are differently important. 

The growth of transportation network and especially of the most effective 

types of transport, the incroase in a tochnioal level and in intensity of the 

use of transport means ensure flexible transport service and diminish freight 

charges. As a result, the importance of the proximity to the sources of raw 

materials as a factor of the industrial location reduces. At the same time the 
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factors related to  industrial and non-industrial consumption become more 

important.    These  factors are more    dynamic    than natural resources 

sinco they are based on the practically infinito process of productive forces 

development and on the growth of social division of labour. 

However,   the matter is not only in the improvement of  transport conditions 

which,  by the way,  at the same time influence the effectiveness of finished 

items and half-finished products delivery to consumers,  thus diminishing the 

importance of tho factor for proximity of production from the commodity market. 

The decrease in the dependence of the industrial location from natural 

factors is a regular result of the production development and technical pro- 

gross in the whole national economy,   that  is explained by the following reasons. 

Tho technical progress changes the role of natural raw materials,  fuel 

and onorgetic sources and leads to the economy of these resources.    Introduction 

of now materials,   constructions improvement and reduction of items weight re- 

sult in a deoroaso of production capacity in material.    Thure appear now 

sources of energy and raw materials,  for oxamplo, atomic energy, products 

of chomical synthesis, otc. 

The growth of scales of production itself inevitably loads to tho 

territorial dispersal of production and to its known separation from natural 

sources of raw materials, then it occurs that the level of regions develop- 

ment may not severely bo fitted to their resources,  that may bo an obstacle 

to the development of production and may cause a one-sidod development of 

regions. 

The process of the territorial disposal is incroased under the action 

of structural changos in production and consumption occuring as a result of 

an inoroaso in social division of labour. 

Tho consumption is based on tho demand for objects of labour,  instruments 

of labour and articles of personal consumptions.    The principio of the produc- 

tion proximity to commodity markets for the branches producing articloe of 

personal consumptions bocomos more important with a rapid growth of national 

prosperity and for thoso producing means of production it occurs mainly duo 

to a change in tho structure of industrial consumption as a result of 

specialization and development of economic relations among"ontorprisos. 
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At a modern stage, the branch specialization, combinative and co-op»rative 

development defino one of the most important trends of technical progress. 

This is important for the formation of the industrial location since it in- 

creases the significance of transformed objects of labour, as compared to 

primary resources, and at the same time the economic factors become more 

important, as compared to natural-resource ones. In power supply, for 

example, the proportion of electric power and thermal power is more and 

more increased in comparison with fuel; half-finished products consumrtion 

is rapidly Growing in light, food and other branches of industry. Assomblod 

units and parts occupy an important place in consumed labour objects of the 

engineering industry etc. Thu preliminary improvement of natural resources 

of raw materials is widely used. 

Two principles, i.e. ensuring of employment and the levelling of 

standards in the regions economic development, are olosoly connected, and 

thoy both wore invariably taken into account whon planning the industrial 

location and the development of the districts in our Republic at all stages 

as well as under solution of intrarogional economic problems. At a present 

stage when great possibilities are already achieved those principles become 

dominating. 

No matter what national economic pattern prevails in a rogion, the 

people living here should be provided with work and a ooaplex of material 

and spiritual wealth, corresponding to the lovel of labour productivity. 

Por this purpose a certain lovel in development of material production and 

non-industrial branohes is nocessary. 

The levelling of the standards in the regions oeonomie development 

should not be obligatorily expressed in levolling of indioes for production 

of oonsumer goods jgor oapita. as has boon considered by many up to now, 

although it implies thoir certain approaoh. But it obligatorily implios 

the approaoh of the IOVSIB of tho population consumption by dovoloping the 

backward regions and gonoral growth of the welfare of the people. And this 

may bo achieved at a different national economy pattern and when preserving 

rogion differences in volume and in a summary index of production of oon- 

sumer goods £gr oapita. 
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Thus, undor tho conditions of tho highly dovclopod level of productive 

forcoB and a rapid scientific-technical progross the principios of industrial 

location become more mobile and therefore the problom on the economic (special- 

ization of regions is statod in a now fashion. 

The problom on specialization of regions is considered to be the mont 

debatable in the theory of the industrial location. To our opinion, spécial- 

isât ion of regions should be understood not as a fixed set of branches which 

is characterized by a complex of attributes different from those in other re- 

gioni but as a specific economic pattern satisfying tho effective problems of 

regional and interregional development which is peculiar for each otage. 

The requirements of tnc regional and local-branch approach to the indus- 

trial location should bo obligatorily interconnected so that the total national 

ooonomy effect when realising a chosen variant must be maximum, as compared to 

other possible variants. 

The location of a branch is doterminod at the perspective planning and 

that of enterprises is planned at a predesigned stage and is finally defined 

when designing. Tho grounds for construction of an enterprise are chosen 

according to general location principles, and at the same time more concrete- 

factors which can bo ea3ily taken into account should be accounted for. 

The ohoico of the places for location is mainly detox-mined by the 

availability of fre3 convenient building sites. All other conditions depend 

upon the oharaotor of the branch located, thuir technological and organization 

peculiarities. For tho enterprises with largo water consumption, the condi- 

tion of water supply is of groat importance and for fuel capacious ones - 

the conditions of fuol delivery. In the majority of branches the transport 

position of a chosen place of construction is of great significance. In 

many oases tho choice ie determined by tho presonce of neighbouring indus- 

trial sites and enterprises, that allows rational uso of Borvice, auxiliary 

•hops and ooaawnioations. For tho enterprises processing agricultural raw 

materials and obtaining it from many suppliers tho convenience of raw 

material delivory and tho radius of a raw materials area as well as in many 

cases the conditions of dolivory of consumer goods to a consumer should bo, 

firstly, taken into aocount. Enterprises having waste especially chemical 

ones must provide possibility of cleaning air and water. The degree of 

concentration of industry in this populated area, town building factors, etc. 

should be also takon into consideration. In all oasos the possibility to en- 

sure entorprises with personnel, the employment of population, conditions of 

labour and life should be taken into account. 
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SUBSTANTIATION OP INDUSTRIAL LOCATION 

The development and location of industry in the Byelorussia as in the 

whole Soviet Union is carried out on the basic of perspective national economy 

plans, schomos and long-term forecasts (five-, ten-, twenty-years) with a sub- 

sequent indication by yuars, quarters and months. The first long-term national 

programme was the Stato Plan of Electrification of Russia (SPER) which started 

continuous interconnected planning of development of national economy and its 

branches ty stages. 

The perspective national economy plan ie being compiled after pro-plan 

working out of its main indices performed by planning organizations with partic- 

ipate or research and designing organizations. At present the forecast in- 

dices of national economy development for a more long period of time including 

stage from 1980 to 2000 yur »re being prepared. 

The formation of the national economy plan Índicos is being made on the 

basis of two source« of economic information, one "from below" coming from tho 

enterprises and other regional primary economic sections and departments and 

tho other "from above" coming from thu planning, resoaroh and governing 

authorities. 

Tho first submit proposals on the most complete use of resources and 

production development, proceeding mainly from the available producing capac- 

ities, local reserves, advisability of tho use of local labour, etc. The 

second formulates the problems and takes into aocount tho consumption of this 

region and tho country as a whole in tho appropriate product, the availability 

of resources and comparative efficiency of difforent technological methods, 

interchangeable products and regions of industrial location as well as combined 

national ooonoay indices, that is very important, the relationship between 

gross social product and national income, the division of the latter into 

accumulated and con«uned parts, rates of production growth, a planned level 

of national consumption, etc. Such planning methods ensure a comparatively 

compioto regard for tho curront and perspective conditions of national economy 

development and along with other moasuros guarantee tho performance of tho 

planned programmes. 
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Tho theoretical and practical criteria in development of separato 

enterprises,  branches,  regions and the whole national economy arc being 

worked out  in our country,  proceeding fron the laws of economic develop- 

ment.    In some cases tho economic policy and practice of the economic con- 

struction may deviate front planning principles;  however,   it is impossible 

to assume that the methodological fundamentals of planning should not 

correspond to the requirements of tho objective laws stipulating the general 

trend of economic development. 

The choice of a roción and grounds for building new industrial enter- 

prises requires the compiling of different variants (including variants for 

reconstruction of operating enterprises) and determination of Índicos of 

their comparative economic efficiency and national advisability. 

Proceeding from tho role of different factors of location,  thu indus- 

trial branches and productions are subdivided into tho groups:    inclining to 

the areas of concentration of labour resources and consumption of goods, to 

sources of raw materials,  fuel and olectric energy.    Such classification al- 

lows to determine tho economic role of separate factors.    In accordance with 

this classification each branch or production singles out one or two economic 

components with the largost specific weight in an expenditure pattern. 

Accordingly, when choosing variants depending on the character of branches 

"being located it is necessary to use comparative indices of energy capacity, 

labour-consuming nature, material-consuming naturu of branches as well as more 

complox dorivativos such as energy-labour-capacity or natorial-labour-consuming 

nature, oto« which allows more correct estimation of tho cdvisability of 

development of branches, being at the same time energy- and labour-consuming 

or material- and labour-consuming in the areas with a supply differont level 

of energy, raw materials and labour resources, concrete form of which is 

expressed through tho maximum national economic efficiency. 

Wien choosing tho variants for location  )f a branch and an enterprise, 

the above mentioned criterion nay be modified,  in particular, maximua of 

profit or minimum of total adducing expenditures.    Tho total adducing ex- 

penditure« aro calculated by tho formulai 

n • C  •   eK • T 
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where 

C - current expenditures per unit of product, 

K - specific capital investments, 

^ - branch normative coefficient of comparative 

efficiency of capital investments, 

T - transport expenses. 

When calculating the comparativo economic efficiency the general co- 

efficient of efficiency 0.15 (correspond to a normativo period of 

compensation during 7 years) has been used in the Republic, It differentiates 

in separate branches, deponding on the relation of the value between the main 

industrial funds and cutting of present expenses (within the limits of 0.33 + 

0.1). 

Whan calculating the total adducing expenses both for prime cost and 

capital investments, all the expenditures are, as far as possible, taken into 

account, those aret for output or production of resources, main transport, 

local transport, storage and supply to working placos, value of losses, 

efficiency of devices used, etc. 

Parallel with the direct capital investments for creating industrial 

funds wo include also the o on jugate capital investments, i.e. the invostments 

into the alien branchos of first concentre which provide this enterprise or 

branch with tho elements of circulating funds (raw materials, materials, 

completing items, eloctric energy). Those conjugate capital investments in- 

clude also expenses for geological exploring works, necessary growth of trans- 

port for convoying raw materials, materials and products. 

Tho extraordinary oxponsos for recruiting and servicing the workers in- 

cluding the oost of their transfer and expenses for creating funds of an in- 

voluntary sphoro (building of dwelling-houses, cultural and welfare facilities, 

medical and other institutions) should be also taken into consideration. 

In branches with a long period of creating basio funds (energetics, 

transport, etc.) there appears the necessity to estimate the total adducing 

expenditures with regard for the difforoncos in periods of construction of 

tho objects to bo compared and to determine damage duo to the freezing of 

funds in capital investments* 
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When calculating the efficiency of industrial location it is also 

necessary to use the index of profit and profitableness. Profit is deter- 

mined as a difference between a product cost in wholesale prices of enter- 

prises and a full prime co3t of this product. The coefficient of profit- 

ableness íB the relation of thu profit oum to thu cost of basic and circu- 

lating funds. On the basis of the data on the additional profit obtained 

whon carrying out one of the variants, it ic possible to ostinato the 

periods of compensation necessary for realizing the additional capital 

investments. 

The importance of the adducing expenditures index constantly in- 

creases while improving the system of the planned price formation existing 

in the USSR but this index is not exhaustive since it does not regard for 

some conditions of the efficiency, for quantitative measurement of which 

the rather grounded methods are not found yot. 

As a result of the comparative estimation of different variants of 

looation, wo choose the regions and areas with the most favourable conditions 

for a now industrial building and find out concroto objects which are to be 

reconstructed, modernized and broadened. It goes without saying that for 

variant calculations it is necessary to use the regional indices of location 

in appropriate branches and for their determination it is necessary to study 

in detall the conditions of economic development of each region. 

However, this doos not settle the problem on planning of industrial 

location. The problem of the rise of the social production efficiency is 

being solved in the process of a territorial planning differentially, by 

forming such a national oconomy pattern of each region which ensures its 

rational specialisation, i.e. the concentration of a complex of productions 

in this region, whioh uses the local and outside resources and economic 

conditions more effectively to satisfy national economic requirements. The 

scales of production of those or those types of produots in different regions 

are substantiated in the plan projects of branches development and thus the 

territorial looation of industrial capacities of an appropriate branch is 

determined. At the same time the probi ora in dcvolopmont of a region plan 

is to find out resources of specialization of complox development of na- 

tional oconomy on tho basis of a comparative analysis of efficiency in 

different combinat ions of productive branches at its territory and on the 

basis of the ensuring their optimal correspondence to natural and ooonomic 

conditions and to th© social-economic problems confronting it. 
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Thus,  the of feet ivo location of industry depends upon branch and 

territorial planning.    Otherwise,   it may appear, for example,  that the branch 

plan envisages extreme development of the enterprises, belonging to the branches 

which use one znd the samo fuel,  water,   labour and other resources in such a 

volume that they exceed the stocks of these resources in this region.    There- 

fore,   simultaneous location of tnese objects at the territory of a given 

region may appear to be not rational.    This causes the necessity to work out 

preliminary scientifically substantiated percpectivo schönes and forecasts 

of location of productive forces,  in which the interosts of branches develop- 

ment and complex development of national economy of regions are mutually 

conditioned. 

At tho same time the analysis of industrial location at the level of 

branches shows tho influence of location different factors upon the indus- 

trial orientation; tho regional analysis of the conditions of location makes 

it possible to establish, what resources and conditions for development of 

a certain branch of production are available in this region in tho nearest 

future and in the long-terra plan.    To study potential possibilities of a 

region regarding its industrial location it io particularly important to 

have the results of tho following regional investigations» 

- soil-climate conditions and natural rusoureosî    raw material, fuel, 

water,  energy; 

- transport-economic specific features of regions:    transport providing, 

interrogion and innorregion goods traffic, relations of different types 

of transport, economic indicoB of transportation of different goods; 

- industrial struoturo of a rogion,  inter— and innorregion cooperation 

of different brancher?,  sources of obtaining articles and half-finished 

articles and commodity markets. 

all this is taken into account when locating industry according to the 

degroo of tho effect upon the development of this or that industry.   Consequently, 

to make a practical ohoico among possible variants of industrial location and 

to come to a decision it is necessary to study thoroughly the peculiarities 

of separate branches of production and the regional conditions whioh influence 
them* 
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The econonic efficiency of industrial locution is increased due to a 

moro rational use of raw-matorials and fuel energy resources;   planned re- 

distribution of population and labour resource!-, anions regions and centres 

for their most  effective use  in social production; universal regard for 

advancos in scionce and technology and their perspectives in different in- 

dustrial branches; improvement of research methods and ¡aeons of tochnological- 

oconomic substantiation of tho industrial location. 

Tho balance method is the uost important method to substantiate a 

gonoral and regional plan which is being U3ed at all stages of industrial 

location and development.    Tho economic essence of tho planned territorial 

balance calculations consicjts in coordination of the region demands for a 

certain types of products with the sources of their defrayment.    The region 

balances give the possibility to reveal the discrepancy between demand and 

supply, to establish tho propor relations betweon interconnected productions, 

between volumes of capital construction, capacity of T, building base and pro- 

duction of building materials, between resources of farm raw materials and 

capacities for thoir processing,etc., as well as to plan inter- and inner- 

region rolations. 

Balances arc compiled in cost and natural expressions.    In particular, 

tho balances of production and consumption of the most important kinds of 

industrial and farm production; tho fuol-onorgy baldeo; the electric energy 

balance; tho wat or balance and tho balance of basic funds are compiled.    The 

system of material balances pays special attention to the balances of pro- 

duction and consumption of products widely used in all or in many branches of 

national economy, for example, the balanco of fuel, metal, concrete, etc. as 

well as of consumor goods. 

Tho balance of labour resources is of great significance in the system 

of balances«    On one hand it allows elucidation of providing the production 

with nooossary labour hands and on tho other hand - unused labour rosourcos. 

When working out the balances of labour resources it is impossible to take 

into aooount only rogion indices as a whole the balances of labour resources 

of industrial centros and microrogions.    The development of labour rosourcos 

balances gives the initial data to draw a plan for preparing qualified 

specialists and for recruiting and employing labour hands. 
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The material  balances make it possible to balance region requirements 

in the most important products with tho  source E of their defrayment.    However, 

the above system of the balances,  boin« oxtroncly important at the modem level 

of production development  is not enough for scientific substantiation of a 

branch and so much the regional extent  location.    The determination of volumes 

and a structure of production and consumption is only one of the stages of 

planning, noreover,   the particular balances taking into account only direct 

material relations between branches do allow exact determination of combined 

noodn in this or that product and mainly do not regard for qualitative in- 

dices of production and consumption, with the help of which the variants to 

bo compared arc characterize.   It is necessary to have such methods of eco- 

nomic calculation and substantiation of planned decisions which would allow 

regard for the aost  important factors and complex relations and depondoncoi 

which influence the efficiency of production and satisfy the criterion of 
all possible economy of social labour. 

The industrial location dependent on many differont factors is a very 

favourable sphere of an affective solution of economic problems with appli- 

cation of economic- mathematical mothods and computers.    The economic- 

mathematical methods and,  first of all,  non-linear programming ones allow 

us to choose the moot effective variants out of many planned variants in 

location of separate enterprises, production types, industrial complets, 

variants of a branch structure of economy and the trend to usu natural re- 

sources.    However,  in production location they should be used with regard 

for real possibilities, not refusing from the traditional methods in those 
cases whon they aro necessary and useful. 

The optimum plan of development and location of national economy en- 

suring minimum expenditures while obtaining maximum results cannot bo at 

prosont practically presented as a unique model or a systom of models since 

some problems on economic-mathematical modelling are not yet solved.    However, 

there is an experience in the field of optimization of plans and projects for 

development and location of separate enterprises and industrial branches. 

The substantiation for location of an industrial branch is closely 

connectod with determination of optimum specialization and dimensions of enter- 

prises.    As a rule,  the problem on optimum location of industry are boing 

solved on the basis of relatively simple static transport-production models 
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and,  although thoy do not ßivo the possibility to take into account exactly 

a number of relations of non-linear oharactor, the solutions found should bo 

considerod as approximate-optimum plans,  whoso realization onsuros consider- 

able national economy at production location. 

8uch problems woro solved to substantiate specialization and location 

of separato branches of mechanical engineering, light, moat and milk branches, 
building materials, otc. 

During tho recent years we widely apply the methods of planning and 

substantiation of intor-branch relationships and proportion on tho basic of 

inter-branoh production balances and product distribution as well as on that 

of intor-branch balances of basic funds and labour expenses.    Thin method 

makes it possible to overcome the shortcoming of the traditional methods for 

compiling particular balances, since it takos into consideration not only 

diroct exponses of a given product in each branch but also indirect enee in 

tho branches which supply this branch with raw materials,  fuol and other 

means of production.    Covering the whole complex system of interrelation 

between tho branchos of national economy,  tho intor-branch balance together 

with tho mothods of multivariant planning makes it possible to oxtond con- 

siderably a scientific lovol of planning and analysis of national oconomyj 

it promotes an increase in complexity of particular planned and analytical 

balance calculations, more thorough and correct reflection of branch inter- 

relations and proportions in them, and rofusal from isolated narrow-branch 

approach to determining costs and achievomonts of production. 

In the Byelorussia the intor-branch balances wore,  for the first tico, 

compiled in 1962, and tho known experience of inter-branch planning has al- 

ready been accumulated.    Nevertheless, the application of the method of intor- 

branoh planning is still at the experimental stage.    Although the mothodology 

of planning of national economy on the basis of inter-branch balanoos and 

models allows a rise of balances ability, complexity and multivariantness of 

plans, howovor, when using modern methods for constructing intor-branch 

balances if does not yet ensure a ohoice of an optimum variant in a strict 

meaning of this word and therefore it should bo improved in futuro. 
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Up to now the intcr-branch balance has boon mainly usod for analysing 

a pattern and proportions of national economy.    At presence the most important 

trond in using the intor-branch balance bocomos a performance of variant 

balanced calculations of the plan basing on the different volume and composi- 

tion of finite product fund and the choice of the variant out of gained ones 

corresponding to certain particular and combined criteria of efficiency. 

Optimization of economic specialization and a national economy pattorn 

of each region may be achieved only bo using both criteria general for tho 

whole country and interregional calculations.    However,  the variant calou- 

lations with regard for concrete prescribed conditions, which ensure a ohoioo 

of preferable solutions of a plan,  are possible on the basis of a separato 
rogional intor-branch balance. 

A further improvement of methodology of industrial location planning, 

which requires regard for very different factors, to a groat extent, must 

bo based on the uso of the eoonomic-nathematictl methods.    To ensure a 

complete comparison of economic indices on industrial branch, industrial 

complexes and regions,  it is necessary to carry out vast work for croating 

of a widely spread system of competent technical and economic information. 

The application of tho systems for complex optimum planning of industrial 

location and dovolopment of regions economy makes it possible to refuse from 

the location of isolatod enterprises without sufficient regard for the prob- 

lems on tho rational use of natural and economic conditions of the region, 

under which the construction of enterprises may appear to be not effective 

even when applying the most modern technique satisfying tho criteria of 
ooonomic effioioncy. 

The effective industrial development of the Byolorussian Soviet Sociali«* 

Republic, and relative elimination of disproportions in its national economy 

have become possible due to the croative application of modorn methods of 

long-term planning and substantiation for location of branches, industrial 

complexes and separato enterprises,  that has allowed successful solution of 

a number of important economic, social, political and othor problems as well 

as specialization in All-Union separation of labour in accordance with 
natural and economic conditions. 
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INDUSTRIAL LOCATION AND FORMATION 
OP INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX IN THE BSSR 

During the semi-centennial history of the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist 

Republic which appeared at the beginning of 1919 a balanced development of 

national economy as a territorial economic system took place in close connection 

with the whole national economy of the Soviet Union.    The development of plan- 

ning in the BSSR has passed some historical stages, starting from framing the 

first hypothèses on development and year plans of separate branches up to the 

development of balanced, scientifically substantiated complex national eoonomic 

current and perspective plans.    At each stage of national economic construction 

the industry location planning was directed to the aim of substantiating more 

completely the economic specialisation of the Republic and its separate ter- 

ritories and of providing the effective use of all resources. 

Atong other Republics of the USSR Byelorussia takes the sixth place by 

territory, the fifth, by population and the seventh, by density of population« 

The population of the BSSR is 8.7 million. 

The migration of some part of population influences greatly the desto- 

graphio situation in the Republic.    It should be noted that over two-thirds of 

migrants are, as a rule, persons of more active and hard-working ages.    In 

consequences of migration actual rates of population growth in the BSSR were 

•lower than in general all over the country. 

This defines a neoessity of increasing the level and the rates of the 

development of national economy and its most important branch - industry.    The 

most significant conditions whioh promote the industrial development of the 

Byelorussia are:    advantageous geographio looation and favourable natural- 

climate conditions, developed network of different-type transport, availability 

of a number of power and raw-aaterials resources, a high level of providing 

with labour recourses and experienced specialists, comparatively high density 

of population and a/ailability of numerous towns and town settlements. 

Fera long time the Byelorussian Republic was considered to be a region 

with poor mineral-raw materials and fuel-power resources.    Its main resources 

weret    peat, wood, raw materials for produoing building materials as well as 

various farm raw materials for food and some other branches of light industry. 

In reality it has turned out to be otherwise.   The intense study of mineral 
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resourcee of the Republic by means of the newest methods has led to a discovery 

of rich deposite of the most valuable minerals* potash and rook salts, petro- 

leum, ooals and shales. The deposits of other resources are being sought in- 
tensely. 

Prom the prerevolution period the Byelorussia has inherited a very re- 

tarded level of the development of economics and an extremely low living stan- 

dard of population. In the industry of Byelorussia small-scale enterprises 

with the most primitive technology were predominant. In I913 the level of 

production of industrial items per capita in Byelorussia (according to its 

present bounds) was almost 5 times lower than in Russia. In Byelorussia a 

certain development was marked only in timber, sawing, match cardboard-paper, 

ootton, brick, sewing, tanning, shoemaking and some food industries. 

The Soviet Government attached great importance to economic development 

of regions of our country which were backward in the past. During the year« 

of the Soviet power the industry of the Byelorussian Soviet Republic was develop- 

ing ft* extremely rapid pace, exceeding even the rate of the industrial develop- 

««it of the whole country. Vast capital investments were put in the industry 

of Byelorussia, and a powerful industrial machinery answering the modern re- 

searoh-technioal level of development was created. 

Jbr thirty-eight years (1929 - 1966) the average annual rate of an in- 

crease in industrial production in Byelorussia was 10.6$, including for pre-war 

twelve year. (l929 - 1940) - 15.7* and for the first post-war fifteen yea», 

including the period of reconstruction of national eoonoay - 22.6% 

Despite the ravages of the First-World War and Civil War, in 1928 the 

gross output of the BSSR industry exceeded the level of 1913 by 1.4 time.. la 

the subsequent years, i.e. during the first three years of the third Five-Year 

Plan the BSSR industry was greatly developed, and already by the beginning of 

1941 it is converted from a retarded agricultural region of Russia into a for- 

ward Republic of the USSR with develop«! industry. In 1940 the gross output 

of industry increased more than ny 8 times, as compared, to 1913. The number 

of workers increased approximately by two times and labour productivity - by 
4 times. 

The German-fascist invaders during occupation of Byelorussia almost com- 

pletely destroyed large-scale industry in the Republic and sacked the industrial 
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equipment.     In 194^ :.he level of tho industria]  production in the BSSR was 5 

times less than in I94O.    Owxng to thic faot the main task of the fourth Five- 

Year Plan (1946 - 1950) consisted   in   regaining the prewar level of industry 

and exceeding it partially.    This task was successfully tackled by the Byelo- 

russian people with the help of the whole Soviet people.    In I950 the volume 
of the BSSR gross output exceeded ihat of I940 by  15$. 

The planned programmes at all subsequent stages envisages high rate en- 

suring a rise in all branches of national econoiny,    Ae a result of their realiz- 

ation, the indubtrial production in the Republic increased by 6.8 times in 
I95I - 1966. 

In 1966 the gross output increased by 64 timee, as compared to that in 

1913.    The produotion of industrial products per capita increased more than by 

50 times, end labour produotivity - by 14 times.    The Byelorussian industry 

reaches about 6($ in the structure of gross social product. 

In the Five-Year Plan of national economy development for I966 - 1970 a 

great speed of the industry development in Byelorussia is again planned.    For 

five years the volume of production of industrial output will increase approxi- 
mately by 1.7 time3 in Byelorussia. 

The place of Byelorussia in the industrial complox of the Soviet Union, 
the branch structure of its industry, and the location of branches and enter- 

prises of ths Republic wore determinad in accordance with the main methodologi- 

cal demands of social industrial location.    Moroover,  each new stage of 

development introduced structural changes in accordance with the r««ults of the 

previous stays and the problème of national economic development for a per- 
spective period. 

At first, the development of th« BSSR industry, almost entirely, based 

on using the local resources.    Historically, the beginning of this stage cor- 

responds to the period of reoonstruction of national economy destroyed after 

the First World War and the Civil War as well as to the subsequent years before 
the beginning of the Fir3t Five-Year Plan. 

Under this period the production in old pre-revoluti one branches of indus- 

try ouoh as tanking, food, woodworking, sewing was reconstructed and broadened. 

These branohes continued preserving main speoifio weight in a oomplex industrial 

manufacture.    However, thi3 appears to  be  insufficient to solve the problem 
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dealing with employment and security of necessary changes in the development 

of productive forcee.    Some new enterprises have been built, in particular, the 

Engineering Works in Minale, but the scales of new building and technical re- 

equipment of industrial enterprises were not considerable. 

Already during the period of the first Five-Year Plan realisation serious 

structural changes took place in the industry of the Republic, since the plan 

foresaw the outstripping rate of development of branches of heavy industry 

while preserving that of light industry.    This has led to a deoreaae in the 

volume of the old branches, which were unilaterally developed in prerevolution 

Byelorussia despite the fact that they were enlarged by a number of new large- 

soale enterprises with high technical equipment (Bobruisk Woodworking Plant, 

Borisov I'Atch Factory,  large Sewing Factory in Vitebsk, Orsha Flax Plant, Minsk 

Confectionary Factor?', etc. ).    The proportion of these branches diminished due 

to the growth of peat, metalworking and chemical branches.    The Artifioial 

Fibre Plant in liogilev and the Farm Engineering Plant in Cktmel were put into 
operation. 

This process continued also during the subsequent periods at all stages 

of the development of national economy.   The main task of the second Five-Tear 

Plan was to complete the reconstruction of the whole national economy and to 

oréate the newest technical base for all the branches of national economy. 

Older the seoond Five-ïear Plan the main stress was laid not on a quantitative 

rice of product output but on the improvement of output quality and on the 

growth of labour productivity in the industry.    The seoond and third Five-Tear 

Plans of national economic development in the Byelorussian Socialist Soviet 

Republic envisaged more high rate of development for peat, metalworking, ohemi- 

oal industries and the industry of building materials being of great impórtenos 

for rational use of local fuels, raw materials and labour resources of the 
Republic. 

tfeder the year« of the second and third Five-Tear Plans the dessus of new 

large-scale enterprises!    Gomel Glass Plant, Mogilev Tube-Casting Plant, Mogilev 

Autorepair Plant, Minsi: Radio Plant,  eto. were built and put into operation. 

Many expenses were also, at the same time, spent for reconstruction of the 

existing enterprises, in particular, of machine tool ones. 

Due to the rapid growth of needs for power and fuel and the pressnoe of 

great peat reserves in Byelorussia the developed peat industry has been created 
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and a number of peat power stations have been built.    On the basis of local raw 

materials the large concrete plant has been built in Krichev.    The enterprises 

for industrial processing of agricultural raw materials have been built in the 

regions with the most developed marketable cultivation of flax, potato culture 

and animal husbandry. 

The metalworking industry based on imported raw materials underwent very 

considerable changes.    In the years of the industrialisation new branches were 

grounded such as:    machine tool construction, agricultural machine tool con- 

struction, manufacturing of peat and road-building machines.    The machine tool 

construction became of great importance.    In 1940 the Republic produced 10.2$ 

of all metal-cutting lathes which were manufactured in the country.    The chemi- 

oal industry was developed on the basis of local raw materials.    The productions 

of artificial fibres, acetone solvents, hydrolysis alcohol, tanning extracts, 

etc. were created during the Five-Tear Plans in Byelorussia. 

The textile industry underwent great changes.    In Byelorussia such large- 

Boale enterprises as Orsha Flax Plant and two knitted goods factories were 

built.    On th« eve of the Great Patriotic Vfar 20.4$ of All-Union production of 

f laxo lot hs and 16#7# of stockings were produced in Byelorussia. 

In 1940 as compared with 1913 the gross output of the peat industry in- 

creased   by 101 times;   metalworking one by 53*1 times;  chemical one by 56.3 

times; textile and leather and shoe one by 28 - 29 times; food one by 17.2 

times; production of building materials by 16.5 times and of woodworking 

branches only by 3 - 7 times. 

The reconstruction and development of the industry in Byelorussia was 

oarried out vwy intensely after the Great Patriotic War.    More than 70 large- 

soale industrial enterprises were already reconstructed in 1946; these are 

machine tool plants in Minsk, Gomel, Vitebsk, Bobruisk Timber Plant, Kinsk Ra- 

dio Plant, Gomel Glass Plant, eto; then the industry of the Republic was en- 

larged with à fine-cloth mill, two shoe factories, bicycle, tool and other 

plants in Minsk, a carpet-plush mill and the largest sewing factory in Vitebsk, 

the first part of the Grodno fine-cloths mill and the construction of the fur- 

niture factory in Bobruisk were completed. 

I taring the years of the fourth Five-Tear Plan new power stations were 
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canning and fine-cloths were developed; the reconstruction and newly built 

plants such as Volkovyssk Concrete Plant, etc. were put into operation. 

The industry was developed in two trends:    the expansion of the existing 

enterprises and their equipment with modern facilities, and the building of new 

factories and plants.    For 1951 - 1955 one hundred and fifty large-scale indue- 
trial enterprises were built and put into operation,  such as Worsted Mill, 

Watch and Bearing Plants in Minsk, Vitebsk Silk-Weaving Factory, Orsha Sewing 
Machine Plant and Skidel Beet-Sugar Factory. 

For 1959 - 1965 more than 300 large-scale enterprises and shops were 

built in the Republic.    The branches ensuring technical progress were especially 

rapidly growing in the Republic.    For seven years the output of electric and 

thermal power increased by 3.6 times, and that of ohemioal industry, engineer- 

ing and metal processing by 3.4 times.    The output of aparatuses, means of 

automatisation  and their spare parts increased almost by 5 times and that of 
glass fibres by 7.3 times. 

The war and the occupation of the Byelorussian territory by the Oeraan- 

Fasoists invaders, almost complete destruction of industrial production on its 

territory and the necessity of its rapid reconstruct ion made essential oorreo- 

tions to the basis of the post-war formation of the Byelorussian industrial 

complex whioh influenced the location of industry later on.   Along with the 

reconstruction of the pre-war branches on the BBSR territory were loo at ©d tuoh 

productionsí    automobile and tractor works, motor bicycle factory, production 

of some types of lathe equipment, building and road-building machines, etc 

whioh served as the forming bases of a vast and very effeotive engineering 90- 
plex. 

This corresponded to the problem on a rapid growth of the republic econo- 

mics and at the same time did not contradict the principles of location of 

productive forées since the metalworking industry is related to the branches 

possessing a oertaia independence in relation to a raw-materials base, and Its 

products were in popular demand in Byelorussia and in the neighbouring regions 

of the oountry.   A number of large-scale enterprises of new branches of light 

(mainly textile) industry working at imported raw materials and local labour 
resources were also ^juilt. 
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Such factors as the supply of ¿ great amounx of natural gas and petroleum 

being at the same time the mo3t effective fuels and the initial material for 

organization of a number öf high qualified chemical productions; the discovery 

of the rich mineral-raw materials resources in the Republic; the intense devel- 

opment of processes of specialization,  co-operation and combination of produc- 

tion,  and the growth of inter-J.nOustrial relations greatly influenced the 

location of industry in Byelorussia during the post-war years. 

At present in the industry of the Republic tho following branches are 

mostly developed:    energetic branch;  in the fuel branches - peat and oil re- 

fining;  in the engineering - automobile, tractor, bearing, machine-tool, 

electral engineering,   instrument-making and radio - electronics; in the chem- 

ical branch - production of mineral fertilizers, rayon fibres, plastic 

articles, products of timber-chemical industry and rubber-engineering articles; 

in the branches of light industry - flax-manufacturing, wool, knitting,  sewing, 

leather-shoe; in the food branches - meat and milk, vegetable-preserving, mill, 

confectionery; there are all types of productions on provision and processing 

of wood and all branches of mineral building materials. 

The energetic branch is presented by a number of thermoelectric power 

(condensation and heating) stations of mean and small dimensions operating in 

the energetic system ana ensuring snorgy consumption of the Republic.    For 

many years the IU»J1 base of power energetics aud at the whole national economy 

of tho RspulUs war maini,'" represented by local fuel,  i.e. by peat reserves 

of which are tremendous ir* the Republic and only partly by imported coal. 

Thia was advisable since tho calculations of the comparative economic indices 

have shown that in Myelome sia x^at  is more eiicutive than all kinds of the 

imported solid fuel, ani ïhe fa« and petroleum were supplied into the Republic 

ia very roßfriotjd ívnoantg, in accordance with the results for calculating 

comparative efficiency of these fuels in different, regions of the country. 

•Hie increase in the deli"t>ry of gas fuel and petroleum as well as the petro- 

leutn output in %elorupp:a diminishes the importance of peat fuel, and at 

present its portion is about 30^ in the fuel balance of the Republic instead 

of 65$ ia recent times.    Owing to this fact the output of fuel peat in the 

Repudilo is stabilised and then it will be used only for the needs of public 

utilities. 
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The organisation of the oil-refining production in the Republic on the 

basis of the oil coming from Povolzhje through a pipo-lino ha8 appeared to be 

very effective.     It will become s+.ill more effective while using the oil of 

the Byelorussian deposits on a large-scale.    Thia has allowed not only provi- 

sion of Byelorussia and i ¿a neighoou^ing regions with oil products at compara- 

t.'vely favourable  ecor-^i^ ir.;\o;.- bvi also ha? ensured th   baßis for esta- 

blishing a number of chemical ontorprisas.    In the Republic on the basis of 

oil raw materials the production of tires and rubber-engineering artioles was 

organised, which ensures the needs of the appropriate manufactures and opera- 

tion needs of motor transport.    In the nearest future a developed oil-chemical 

complex including cafcput of a number of valuable chomical products refining 

matters, low octane gase. •  :   benaoles, liquid and solid paraffins will be 

constructed in BSSR. 

This is the richest raw-material base to organize the production of arti- 

ficial resin, ohaaiical fibres and other products of organic synthesis. 

The chemical production i e conplex by its naturej the use of its original 

raw materiali: is effective if at a ti*uo the whole number of products is pro- 

duced! this causes the concentrât' i location of chemical productions« 

Seven to ten years ago the chemical industry of the Republic was weakly 

developed and mainly presented by the production of artificial fibre, varnish 

coating articles and aoae articles of everyday ehesictry. Ever increasing im- 

portance of chemical product e due to the technical progress of the national 

eoonccy in all branches ^T* t>"» *i «cowry of wr sources of ohemioal raw mater« 

ials were a power>.l spur to the very intense development of this branoh. 

The potassium cinerei fertilizers aie produced in Byelorussia on the 

b¿slg of the %eloru.esian deposits of potash salt, the nitrogenous ones - on 

the basis of a natural gas and the production of phosphorous fertilisers will 

be started in 1970 on the b?*is of processing the Kolsk apatites and Ural 

pyrites.   These enterprise* r.ro being broadened and in the nearest future will 

completely provide Byelorussia with nitrogenous and phosphorous fertilisers 

as well as the neighbouring regions with potassium fertilisers. 

The production of artificial resins and plastics will be developed on 

the basis of the complex processing of the Byelorussian rock salt and hydro- 

oarbon raw materials produced on the basis of the oil-jhemioal manufacture«. 
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In the nearest future   the   clwnical complex at the designed tlozyr Chemical 

Kill will be established on the basis of the fyelorussian rock salts.    The pro- 

duction of chemical fibres organized at two artificial-fibre plants and at two 

building ones for production of lavsan and nytron will be developed in future 

on the account of producing kapron silk and kapron cord when using as raw 

material the kaprolaktam produced at Grodno Nitrogenous Fertilizer Mill. 

At the same time the Republic creates a developed industry on plastics 

processing with wide range of goods for industrial branches, building and 

everyday life. 

Under location of chemical and oil-ohemioal productions in tyelorussia 

we take into account also possibilities of their perspective decrease in energy 

capacity, of the rational use not only of imported but also of local fuels as 

well as labour resources in the Republic. 

The machine engineering and metalworking industry is the most developed 

branch of industry in the Republic by  the  volume of gross output and the num- 

ber of workers.    Besides, the above most important engineering manufactures 

there are also many others:    production of peat equipment, medical instruments, 

ballbearings, some types of trade equipment and food industry equipment, sew- 

ing machines, etc.    The major part of them is produced for the needs of the 

Republic and only a small part, for export. 

Since this branch is based on imported metal,  then for the last 10-15 

years it was developed mainly at the cost of labour oonsuoing productions with 

•Ball-scale consumption of metal and at present their proportion in the gross 

output of engineering is about 30$.    As to the productions with large-scale 

and mean-scale consumption of metal they are developing rather slower mainly 

due to the complete use and expansion of the available capacities according 

to the economic advisability as well as due to specialization and construction 

of auxiliary and service manufacturings.    These trends of development and 

location of engineering will preserve in future. 

In the automobile industry it has appeared economically advisable to 

e.tabliBh a new automobile works (second in the Republic) which produces dump 

trucks with oarrying capacity of 25-40 tons and more and the automobile work« 

in Itogilev on the basis of works producing prime movers and automatic cranes 

but the first autoworks of the BSSR automobile industry - the Minsk Automobile 

Works continues production of motor cars with mean carrying capacity. 
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A very perspective trend of separation of sooial labour in engineering 

deals with disintegration of specialized enterprises which are closely connec- 

ted with the head assembly ones or supply these enterprises with assemblies, 

spare parts and semi-manufactured articles in accordance with the co-operation 

conditions. 

As a result of development of co-operation specialization the interbranoh 

inter-industrial relations are widened and strengthened.    Aooording to the 

data on the interbranoh balance, the proportion of branch output is over 4# 

in engineering branches in total expenses of labour objects. 

These processes resulted in construction of the Minsk Motor Plant, Oomel 

Tractor Starting Hotor Plant, Borisov tiotor and Tractor Electrical Equipment 

Plant, Minsk Tractor Spare Part Plant, Minsk Spring Plant, Bobruisk Hotor and 

Tractor Part Plant, Borisov Bydropump Plant, Orodno tydroeUering-Wheel Ampli- 

fier Plant "Autosapchaat", Automobile Units Plants in Baranovichi sad Orodno 

ma Borisov Bydroapparatus Plant.    On the basis of detail and stage specialisa- 

tion there appeared a number of enterprises of exact engineering, instiuasnt- 

•sAing. radioelectronios, etc., for which the problems of standardisation and 

unification of output and technology am well as the co-ordinated development 

of research-designing organisations are of great importance. 

The important trend of specialisation of the engineering iwhistry is a 

deliverance of the engineering plants from •anufacturiag products not peculiar 

to their basis profile (instrument, casting, metal constructions, stsmpimgs, 

plastic parte, fastenings, non-standard equipment, «to. ) and the construction 

of large soale specialised plants for production of these items. 

The organisation of comparatively developed specialised production of 

•«tal-cutting instruments, centralised casting production, metal ©onstruotioas, 

a number of plants for manufacturing plastic parts as wsll as metal-working 

enterprises servicing operation needs of different branches of the national 

socaos?, first of all, repair enterprises was eoonomioelly Justified i» tas 

Republic. 

In the nearest future it is necessary to oréate tas specialised 

tion of hot stampings and forgings, welded constructions, substitutes, 

i sat ion means, package, etc. 
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The mechanical engineering enterprises require also the output of many 

other branches:    plastics, wood,  leather, glass articles,  etc.    All this is 

being directly produced in the Republic. 

The timber, paper and wood-working industry, besides timber chemistry, 

is presented by timber enterprises, the production of saw-timber materials, 

matches, veneer,  furniture, building parts and standard houses, a number of 

consumer goods and by the developed paper production. 

This cranch is mainly operating on its ovm raw materials and widely uses 

the waste materials.    The Republic imports some wood and saw-timber materials 

which mainly occurs as exchange of -oeds.    Up to now cellulose was delivered 

for paper production.    These enterprises are located at   ohe placee convenient 

for wood delivery and in many ca3es represent mills. 

The growth of tnis branch is stabilized since the resources of the Repub- 

lic arc limited and its further development will be carried out mainly due to 

the production of building parts, widely using the waste materials of timber 

cutting and woodworking (mainly, wood-shaving and wood-fibrous plates) and 

partly due to furniture manufacturing. 

The concrete production is of great importance in the branch of building 

materiale in th* Republic.    Due to the application of the industrial methods 

of building the production of prefabricated iron-concrete constructions and 

parts is widely u^i.    This weakened the dependence of a number of productions 

upon raw «aterials depot. Ï3 and rwr-éc it, te a gre« exàcat, to the place* cf 

building.    The p.xuiuction of build!..* ..aerials began tc develop more rapidly, 

using chemical vaw »ateríais. 

The brunches of tho terliie and light industries developed in tyelorur- 

eia are closely connected either with raw material sources or with areas of 

ooncuoption. 

In the Republic two textile branches such as flax-working and wool are 

greatly developed.    ïïhe first has raw materials in the Republic (ifcrelorusnia 

tak-s the firet place regarding flax production in the Soviet Union) and a 

eownodity *ar**t, tat it «ella off its products partially outside the Republic. 

Begardin« the wool branch ueing the imported raw materials, it wae developed 

in *elotu..ia not on* to enmxre the demand of the sewing industry developed 

in the Republic and direct needs of population for cloths and carpets but aleo 
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utili,, female labour.    This is important not onLy t0 lacnase 

ployment tat also to combine in a proper raanner ffflnals ^ ^ ^^ 

the area, where the production, are deveioped with the predominance of the 

»ale labour.    These branches have large perspective, of the further develop»•* 

due to th. increase in the demand for articles, the improvement of a raw aer- 

ialsbas.and the creation .<• the developed chemical fibre industry in *eXo- 

russia.   me latter circumference will also serve as the basis of a la», de- 

veXop».nt of the silk industry in the nearest future, whose output is used not 

only for the need, of the sewing and knitting production, but also for th. 

tire production organised in the Hepublic on a large seal..    Th. cotton indus- 

try b*in. to d.v.Xop rapidly in IfreXorus.ia, taking into account th. d*wn* 
of th. population. «~wo. 

The i..th.r-.ho. production d.v.Xop« i» th. Republic on a Xarga-soaX. 
i. ba.,d „„ the local raw „frlaX. and i. int,nd.d for th. local oon^pti.». 

Th. wid. «tworfc of potato and „getabX. pr«.rvl«g «t.rpri... pro*»c- 
i«. aoohoi, mXmh, om9i v^rt!.,, ^ tMo — wt-rtl# ^ u 

oonowtrat«! in th. area, producing potato and vagetabl... 

Th. „iXk and ».at »1XX. ar. .praad ovr th. whoX. frrttory cf th. H- 

»Ml., *«. product. «inly «ti.fy th. InfrnaX da^nd of th. B^ubXic «a 
only MM. part of th« is export«!. 

Th. articx.. of p,r.onal eo««ption a« b.ing «mufaotur« at a gnat 

Zt'alV" e?PPri"' ln *rt0B^-   »— « «orator., «toroyel« 
m* bloyoLs, watch«, differ«* .lectrio artici.., radio .*. and t.l.vi.1« 

«t., fountain pens, »u.ic.1 in*•.«*, and other it«, of ».oh«i«a «gln- 

"ring mt «talworking branch, ch-ioal-pnarMc^utical good, and .vwyd* 
ch-i.tr, artiox... furnltu« and othar woodworking articX... Px.t.. „4 

loot,Llh
4Ìmr,nt .l»«Wna artici.., a big varity of light indu** 

too« «d th, »rt fportant food-.tuff. and, at Xa*. „rvic. production. 

ft. p^ot of th. printing «d pubxirting ind».try d.v.Xop*i in th. 

W. and of ^. „ther branch« play. ...«tiaX role for „.ting th. oui- 

dTÎoTT       th* P0,Ulan0n-    U1 **- PTOdtt0ti<,n' « "*«* •—. 
*» to th. inora«. i» pro.p.rity and d«and of th. popuXation.   Th. »i* 

of th. goo*, produca incr«... «d «tifi« th. n..d. cf th. SapubXio, thV 
-«rW of prod».« it«, i. growing »d ttt lrtylng „ , ^ ^ 
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The offoctive industrial development of the Republic also supposes a 

rational location of industrial enterprises on its territory and correct com- 

bination of branches in regions,  and in populated areas. 

Prom the past Byelorussia inherited not only general economic backward- 

ness but also non-uniform location of industry.    The Uestern regions of Byelo- 

rassia which belonged to Poland for two decades were behind the Eastern region, 

of the Republic in their development.    In connection to this the fourth Five- 

Year Plan and the subsecaient post-war Pive-Year plans provided for the "ügher 

rate of industrial construction and advantageous location of no»/ enterprises 

in the Western regions of Byelorussia considering it to be the main task, as 

a result of which their proportion in total production considerably increased. 

Tho problem of further approach of levels of development of tho Western and 

Eastern regions of Byelorussia is still urgent up to now. 

After-effects of the war and the Qoraan-Fascist occupation of the Byelo- 

rus.ian territory counted not only on the formation of the national economy 

pattern of industrial production but aleo on its location.    Reconstruction 

and expansion of the destroyed pre-war enterprises stood at the same time for 

the restoration of the industrial value in the pre-war industrial areas and 

sinoe in this case the economy of time and means evor mainly taken into ac- 

count therefore these areas were developed in the first place.    These areas 

are the following:    Minsk, Gomel, Vitebsk and îïogilev.    But at the same tine 

an important industrial development started in the following towns which were 

relatively under-developed in the past:    Grodno, Brest, Volkovyssk, Lida, 

Bobruisk, Borisov, Itosyr, Polotsk and others.    Thus, together with the struc- 

ture improvement and the oreation of new productions in large cities the in- 

dustry begin te lobate mainly in average towns,    ft 'addition, the industry 

arose in many new populated areas which in many cases served as a basis to 

build new towns with the developed industry.    Those are Zhodino, Soligorsk 

and Svetlogorek.    All this promoted more uniform and effeotive location of 

industry in Byelorussia, sinoe economic indices were always takon into account. 

The range and ohoioe of location areas for enterprises doponds upon their 

oonorete oharaoter.    If tho enterprises of branchos, processing local original 

resources, aro mainly located in the regions and aroas of extraction and pro- 

duction of those resourcos there is a very great froodora in choosing tho loca- 

tion grounds and it is possible to take into account more oomplotsly numerous 

conditions and factors when locating enterprises using oonvertod 
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typos of energy, raw materials and materials.    The enterprises operating on 

imported roeouroos are considerably independent when choosing a placo of indus- 

try location, and this allows their more or less uniform location on the ter- 

ritory of a region; first of all, this is referred to meohanical engineering. 

Unlike the constant tondency to the territorial dispersal of production, 
the modern state of the industrial development with constantly and rapidly 

increasing volumes of production and consumption with the growing inter- 

industrial relations leads to offoctive steps for the groupod looation of en- 

terprises and for formation of industrial oomploxes and units. 

The enterprises of certain branches, whioh are widely developed during 

reoent years acoording to the type of their production, reagire complete or- 

ganised and territorial combination; with other productions, i.e.  combination; 
for other branches the known territorial localization with organised aelf- 

depondenoe (the eo-oalled industrial complexes) is advisable.    These aro teoh- 

nologioally oongenerou« enterprise« whioh are supplying oaoh other with 

materials, semi-manufactured article«, manufactured items asaemblio«, etc, 

either whioh are united by auxiliary storing shop« and designing-technological 
•ervioe« or at last by close technological relation« in complex use of raw 

material« and their subsequent processing; frequently these are the entorpriso« 

of one branoh but they may be the enterprises of different branches united by 

the community of consumer goods.    This ensures groat ooonoay of Man« both 

du« to tao object« of main production and due to the simultaneous use of the 

object« of the common plant faciliti©«, engineering oommunioation«, transport, 
energetic facilities, developing of new territorio«, etc 

The amalgamation of industrial enterprises into mill« on the basis of 

combination is the moat peculiar for the branche« which use raw material« 

and energy being mult i component, little tranaportablo and inconvenient in 

storage or whioh represent a multistage industrial process.    Thi« amalgamation 

hm great perspective« in the region« whore metallurgical, oheoioal oellulose- 
paper, food and light industries are being developed. 

Thia example may be clearly seen in the development of oil-chemioal mills, 
the modern orientation of many ohomioal produots and waste material« of oil- 

refining makes it possiblo to carry out the combination of oil-refining plant« 

with chemical one«.   A« a reault, the modern oil-refining plant« oonvert into 
the industrial mills for oomplox processing of oil, producing different types 
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of motor fuei and other oil products and at the samo timo a groat numbor of 

various chemical products.    According to the available calculions the com- 

bination of oil-rofining with oil-chemical productions allows a decroaso in 

capital investments into the chemical enterprises approximately by 35¿ and the 

prime cost of oil«chemical output, by 25;a. 

In Byelorussia the designing and construction of oil-refining plants and 

oil-ohemical productions are being carried out in Polotsk and Mozyr on the 

basis of low-octane gasolinoH of the straight-run distillation ana doaromatiaed 

refining products of catalytic reforming.    On the basis of complex oil rafia- 

ing the Pelota- industrial j^oup unites a number of manufactures carrying out 

subsequent processing of oil raw materials.    The combination of mutual pro- 

ductions in one large-scale complex eneuree considerable economy in capital 

Investmente and operation expeneea.    Beeidos the community of raw materiale, 

the effioienoy of combination of oil-refining with oil-chemistry is determined 

by the same technological procéseos and methods for processing liquid and gas 

oil piKMiucta which aire used in these branches.    The considerable economy is 

also achieved dvo to the organisation of the common-ropair-auxiliary and trans- 

port-storage faciliciesj the ooiranon system of roads, engineering communications, 

a building base,  oxc, i.e.  due to the factors conditioned by the rational 

territorial organisation of production. 

It .should be no+ed that iheso factors are of special importance for 

chemical industry enterprises, since only oheaioal productions are character- 

ised by the inoreasod proportion of service facilities (energetic, transport, 

engineering coœsuni oat ions and structures) in the total cost of construction. 

The territorial approach of the enterprises while building the indus- 

trials oompler.es ensures additional eoonomy due to a deoreaso of expenses for 

transportation of supplier" articles and due to a deoreaso of recesses in an 

industrial process, due to an increase in output delivery and oirculation of 

circulating means, moro complete combination of interests of suppliers and oon- 

aumers? an inoreaae in the quality of finite produot and oroation of moro 

favourable conditions for preparing specialists. 

To a considerable extent, this is also related to the enterprises of the 

meohanioal engineering branch.    Iter location of raeohanioal engineering enter- 

prises, sinoe they are operating on imported raw materials and .are intended 

for a wide ooramodity market, predominant is not the looation of souroos of 
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raw materials and of areas of consumption but tho mutual relationships between 

the located enterprises which appear as a result of the further development 

of their specialisation, oo-operation of combination as well as the conditions 
of the rational use of labour resources and town-building factors. 

In Byelorussia there are also a number of contres where the mechanical 

engineering ooraplexes are gradually being formed.    These are Minsk, Gomel, 
Titobsk and Bobruisk. 

Both of these forms in the social organisation of production, finally, 

cause the efficiency of the grouped location of enterprises and lead to the 

foundation of industrial complexes and the rise of industrial settlements 

which are formed under the influence of not only industrial factors but also 

of tho combination of material and cultural noeds of the population. 

The preference to the grouped location of new enterprises does not elim- 

inate, in some case, the advisability of single (isolated) looation of these 

or those productions.   However, in all such oases it is neoeseary to take into 

aooount the possibility and the efficiency of the organisation and development 
of additional productions in this place and thus of the foundation of a new 
industrial oomplox in future. 

»toen choosing the places for new enterprises in Byelorussia in the major- 

ity of caaes the optimal conditions of operation of not separate enterprises 

but of a group of interconnected or oo-operated ones were taken into aooount. 

The looation of a large-scale enterprise at any place is frequently the 
first reason of formation of tho whole oomplex of interconnected products in 

future.    The larger is the enterprise, the greater it combinée different allied 

enterprise which supply it with raw materials, seed-manufactured artioles, 

materials, energy, which consume its products and use waste materials of pro- 

duction, etc    It is alto necessary to take into aooount that each large-scale 

snterprise employment of labour is quite big, and at the same time the modern 

specialised enterprises have mainly high demands either for fonale or male 

labour.    Therefore, the looation of a large-scale enterprise with tas main use 

of male labour should combine with that using female labour at this very place 

and vice versa.   Horoover, a great number of persons working at a large-scale 

snterpriso require the organisation of servioing enterprises of food and light 

industries orienting in their looation on consumers of their products. 
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This may be illustrated by the industrial development in the town of Zhodino. 

1959 witnessed the start of the construction of the large-scale Automobile Works 

(BelAZ) which is the second in the Republic.      Later on, out of a number of 

competing placest Zhodino was chosen as the site for looating a new plant on 

production of assemblies for the automobile enterprises.      it was also taken into 

consideration that the Byeloruasian Automobile Works (BelAZ ) is the main consumer 

of this plant's products and is serviced by a large designing office, where 

similar assemblies are being designed.     Moreover,  it appeared possible to locate 

a new plant near the Automobile Works, that ensures co-operation of subsidiary 

shops and administrative services of both enterprises.      The construction of two 

large-Boale enterprises of automobile engineering in a small town with a population 

of 10,000 (sinoe these enterprises are mainly serviced by men) raised the problem 

of employment of women.      Due to this fact it was advisable to build in Zhodino 

one more enterprise,  i.e. a large-scale faotory of light industry with employment 

for about 3,000 workers, mainly women. 

As a result of location of these enterprises and the effect of some other town 

building factors, the population of Zhodino increased up to 40,000-60,000.     To 

provide such population with foodstuffs, it is neoessary to establish the 

appropriate enterprises suoh as bread-baking plant, milk plant, meat mill, 

servioe enterprises, etc. 

The problem of the further improvement in location of productive forcee, the 

increase in effioienoy of the industrial structure of the Byelorussian Soviet 

Socialist Republic is one of the most important problems of the national oconomio 

development, upon solution of whioh considerably depend the level and the rate of 

growth of the national economy of the Republio, regions, oities, districts and 

the prosperity of the population in the Republic. 

The determination of rational proportions in the national economy and of its 

most important branch - industry - in aooordanoe with the requirements of the law 

of the planned development of the socialist national eoonomy, was one of the most 

important bases of planning of the national eoonomy at each stage of the develop- 

ment of the Republio, and is still of great importance up to now. The economic 

development of Byelorussia witnesses the suooessful realisation of .the probi« 

on the rational location of productive foroee in the Soviet Union whioh were 

raised by the Procreine of the CPSU. 
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lfce undeviating improvement In planning of industrial location at MOB stage 

of tha Republio'a development has allowed auoeeaeful aolution of a number of 

important economic, aooial, political and other problema.      lha induetry of the 

Republic developed and will further develop and epeoialisa in the Ali-Union .epara- 

tion of labour in aooordanoe with ita natural and economic oonditione with regard 
for objective eoononio lawa of socialism. 
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